WELCOME, SPIRITUAL RETREATANTS!
Earth Journey is a center for the journey in spirit, through
meditation, contemplation, and practice.
We have available campsites, small cabins, and a house for groups or individuals within spiritual paths and
formal practices that develop love and compassion. These facilities have been consecrated and blessed by
spiritual masters.

Campsites:
We are blessed with a Tibetan Buddhist stupa - Kagyu Mila Guru Stupa - surrounded by 20 campsites shaded in
pinon and juniper woods, situated near a bathhouse with toilets and showers, and small kitchen. Campers bring
their own equipment and food, which may be prepared and stored/refrigerated in the kitchen.
COST: sliding scale, $10-15 per night, $250-375 per month
INTERVALS OF STAY: up to one month. Longer stays may be discussed with an Earth Journey representative

Small Cabins:
There are two 12 x 16-ft. cabins, situated within 100 paces of the Stupa and kitchen/bathhouse and each other.
They are enclosed and weatherproofed structures, with small porches. There is no wi-ﬁ, heat, or electricity. They
are equipped with beds, dharma furniture, and battery-powered lamps. Some sheets and blankets are supplied.
COST: sliding scale, $15-20 per night, $375-500 per month
INTERVALS OF STAY: up to one month. Longer stays may be discussed with an Earth Journey representative

Dharma House:
This two-bedroom house is privately situated at the edge of Earth Journey land, adjacent to campsites. It has a
fully-equipped kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, practice space, large front porch, and washer/dryer. Bedding supplied.
Wiﬁ equipped. Retreatants bring their own food and personal supplies. Retreats may be cloistered. It is possible
that local attendants may be made available.
COST: sliding scale, $20-30 per night, $500-750 per month
INTERVALS OF STAY: longer than one month as per discussion with an Earth Journey representative
For more information, or to apply to stay at any of these spaces, please contact:
Michael Walsh or Hilece Rose: (575) 586-1454
Michael’s email: mcwalshphoto@gmail.com
These retreat spaces are only available for those involved in some form of spiritual practice. Application includes
references and an interview with a representative of Earth Journey. Retreatants must be self-sufﬁcient, as well as
respectful of the land and others while on retreat.
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